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SCOTCH HIGHLANDERS SOON IN COLLEGE FIRE DEPARTMENT \ SERVICE OF LI6HTSMA1SC0MHARRISONBURG AGAIN
PREPARES FOH EMERGENCIES MITMENT OF Y.W. MEMBERS
Musicians Who Made a Reputa- fire Chief, Monitors and HosePassing an of Christian Fellowtion Here Last Year to Give
men are appointed. Drill
ship from old Members to the
Night and Afternoon
Regulations have been
New Girls impressive
Performauce.
made and Practiced.
Ceremony.
The Royal Scotch Highlanders will
be at the New Virginia Theatre on
Wednesday, October 28, to give one
of their unusual musical programs.
The performance of this same organization was received with high approval in this community last year. The
Scotch songs and costumes are well
remembered, but outstanding is the
memory of the whistler who was a
veritable mocking-bird and quite the
chief attraction.
The Scotch Highlanders are supported by the city of St. Petersburg,
Florida and are each year given a car
in which to make concert tours.
They are again brought here under
the auspices of the local Rotary Club,
the proceeds to go for the benefit of
crippled children, and the upkeep of
camp Shenandoah.
There will be both an evening and
matinee performance on Wednesday
so that most of the college girls will
be able to go. A sample of the music will be given in assembly on the
same day.

NUMBER 5.

I. C HEI VARSITY ILL MEET
KSTmiPi ELEVEN NOVEMBER 7
TRIP TO LEXINGTON

Daily Practises being held in
Preparation of first big HockThe high spirits of all the girls
ey Game of Season. Other
At the regular % W. Service of who started to Lexington on Sunday
Games being scheduled.

Siifce the organization of H. T. C.
Fire "'Department the Harrisonburg
Lights, held in Shaldon Hall Thurs- were not dampened by the "blue"
Fire Company has some opposition.
day evening, the new members were weather, but rather continued to rise The Harrisonburg Hockey Varsity
This' fire department is organized
received into the • association, the as they passed the outskirts of Har- will meet the Westhampton team
each year among the girls, its purservice of commitment being used, risonburg and felt that before them November 7, on the Westhampton
pose Being to get everyone out of the
was the freedom of a long drive a- field.
Sixteen girls, besides Mist
buildings in the shortest time possi- with the Y. W. president, Thelrna
Taylor, as leader.
mong such glorious autumnal colors Kreiner, the coach, will leave Friday
ble and to aid in putting out the
A Pprelude was pbtyed softly while as they had not been able to ttijoy the 6th and go to Richmond on the
blaze/should
there be a fire at the tthe
, students
/ , f *"
u* after
T* which
Tt even on the campus at H. T. C.
,,
assembled
bus. Mr. and Mrs. Johnston are
college.
All the Lutheran girls and others planning to go in their car and taice
the
service
was
opetled
by
the
leader,
Virginia Turpin has been appointed
who have been attending Sunday Miss Waples, the school nurse, who is
Fire Chief for this year. Her duties followed by a hymn, "Day is Dying
in the West," sung by the choir. A School and Luther League were the a former Westhampton girl.
are to keep the other members of the
fortunate ones to be invited by the Mrs. Johnston is trying to get
department notified of the time of representative of the old and new
Luther League of Harrisonburg to at- games with Towson, Maryland, and
membership
came«
forward—to
the
firedrflls and see that they do their
tend the meeting of the Staunton William and Mary.
question
of
the
President,
"What
is
work'in a satisfactory manner.
it you seek?"
Conference which held its senu-an- There are twenty-seven girls on the
J'here has been only one fire drill
Margaret Knott, as a representative nual meeting at Bethany, five miles Varsity Squad and strenuous practhis year. At that time the girls in
Mr. Homer of tice has been going on in earnest
of
the old membership voiced the de- out of Lexington.
most k>'f the buildings made fairly
Staunton, who is president of the every day for quite a while. Those
sire
of
each
member
when
she
said,
good time getting out. The Fire De"We are increasingly conscious of a State League, and several others, were tm the squad are:1 Edwena Lambert,
partment hopes that, with a little
desire for a life devoid of trivialities on the program and gave some fine Helen Holladay, Helen Quigg, Hazel
more {practice, record time can be
and idleness, we would constantly talks which were very beneficial to Farrar, Virginia Cole, Virginia Turmade in the drills.
keep our lives in harmony with Jesus every one present, whether a League pin, Florence Wade, Lillian Doughty,
When there is a firedrill, only the
Christ, so that others, seeing His member or not.
Emma Bell, Louise Kent, Georgie
fire monitors are supposed to know of
beauty in us, may be won to his way. " After the afternoon session had ad- Brockett, Lucy Davis, Virginia Oakes,
it. Tiie bell is rung and everyone
Mary Pritchard then responded with journed, a supper was served which Monk Clark, Lou Persinger, Joe Mcshould put on a heavy coat, close the
windows and the transom, and close the desire of the new members, "To was of the kind school girls dream Caleb, Jessie Rosen, Comena Mattox,
her door as she goes out. To get ucome expectantly to this association about often but seldom have the op- Ruth Nickell, Lorraine Gentis, Ruth
HAZEL MERCER
of students,
.K„ K„O. _„. i»- .u
L
the best results there must. be
abso-,," ,. siucienis,' desiring
.,. . . * to, .live as true portunity of enjoying. Everything Cary, Sparky Heiserman, Elizabeth
i,.to,,
„„
»„n
•
J
followers
of
Christ,
and in our daily
,.f
... ,
' from delicious fried chicken to bana- Miller, Charlotte Lacey, Mary Fray,
A ;v
Not only does the Breeze have a lutery no talking and everyone must life
we
will
try
to
forget
pettiness.
na custard pie was passed down the Elsie Leake, and Cornelia Siron.
new typewriter, but it has a new typ- move as quickly as posssible.
gossip, jealousies, so that our person- line and no one was found lacking—
The fire monitors and hoseman for
ist. Hazel Mercer, of Norfolk, is the
in an appetite at least.
■
f
t*
afeawH .;.„.„;;„.!,, ,.„.
'<**>&» may b^-me^ke His. ;
OLD FASHIONED FUN
new operator.
The Litany of commitment follow- At seven o'clock, the conference
Fire
Chief
Virginia
Turpin
Hazel has had a splendid business
ed in which each member renewed again convened to continue the pro- Girls gathered in Harrison Hall FriMonitors
course and much experience as a sec- Jackson
her declaration "to live_as a truejol- gram and business of the afternoon. day night just after dinner and one
1 floor—Sarah Bowers
retary. The staff is indeed fortunate
lowef
of our Lord Jesus Christ." Mrs. H. E. Beatty of Harrisonburg could see it was not just for the pur2 floor- Virginia Brumbaugh
to secure' her services and is glad to
'For into His unspoiled pleasure in was officially installed as president of pose of idle chatting. In a short
Hosemen
have her as one of its members.
the real and simple things of life, in- the conference. When the program time they all marched away and any1 floor—M. Jayce K. Dunlap
to His love for healthy and soul liv- was over everyone felt that the day one following would have seen them
2 floor—Virginia Reynolds,
Y. W. CAMPAIGN
ing, into His understanding and abili- had been all too short and was loath go to the home of Mr. Dickerson,
B. Davis
ty to see good in those whom the to leave the crowd which had extend- pastor of the Clgislian Church. Mrs.
Monitors
The Y. W. Membership Campaign Ashby
world
called bad, into His hatred of ed such a hearty welcome to all pres- Dickerson is teacher "of the College
1 floor—Duck Philips
came to a successful close Thursday
ail things that spoil the lives of peo- ent.
Girls Sunday School Class.
2 floor—C. Garland
the fifteenth of October.
After a
pie •it is my purpose to follow Him. " All the "lucky ones" are anxious to Immediately after arriving they all
Hosemen
x
series of programs on membership
One single candle burned in the j show the people of Bethany that they repaired to the living room where
1 floor—E. Bell, B. Wilkins
and the advantages of belonging to
darkened room, from which the can- appreciate their hospitality by going Mrs. Dickerson had arranged some
2 floor—C. Wilson, L. Loving
the Y. W. C. A. the campaign for
dles of the representatives were light- back again—even over a dirt road just very jolly games, most important of
Spottswood
Monitors
membership was put on Thursday.
ed. The representatives in turn pass- after a rain.
which were automobiles and wild
1 floor—Mary B. Goodman
Many and interesting posters have
ed on the light that the candle of
animals.
The automobile game was
2 floor—E. Snapp
appeared on the Y. W. bulletin
each member might be lighted even
one
in
which
the girls guessed the
Hosemen
board on this subject and have been
FOR RADIO FANS
as "the light of His love might shine
names
of
cars
from
sentences pinned
1 floor—G. Wormeldorf,
noted with pleasure and appreciation.
upon our lives, so that we might find
around
the
wall.
One
that caused a
G. Netherland
Many and varied were the questourselves thinking more clearly about For radio fans and music lovers great deal of puzzling and merriment
L
floor—H.
Quigg,
H.
Walker
ions asked by new girls as to how they
the reality of religion and student the concerts which can be heard on was, "Two letters of the Alphabet."
could join the Y. W. C. A. Thurs- Shenandoah Monitors
life of which we are a part."
Sunday night in Sheldon Hall are a SX (Essex).
1 floor—A. Howard
day morning irt the lobby of Harrijoy. Musicians, who have been per- For the animal game Mrs. Dicker2 floor—N. Adams
son Hall a pretty booth, decorated in
forming for. the Victor Company at
had arranged cages around the
Hosemen
blue and white and Y. W. triangles,
NEUTRAL AMERICANS such a price that they could not be son
wall
with articles, pictures, etc in
1 floor—M. Alphin, E. Cheshire
appeared. A girl was stationed in
secured for broadcasting, are now on them, each of which represented an
this booth all day and invited girls to 2 floor—M. E. Roder, E. Sublime.
This week end saw quite a few of the programs by means of the money animal. After these games were ovMonitors
sign the pledge cards of the Y. W. Alumnae
the Harrisonburg bears on the "other and influence of the Atwater Kent er, prizes were presented to the winC. A. This card contains no more 2 floor—Miss Ish
side of the mountain"—Unlike Ihc Radio Company.
ners, Thelma Dunn and Virgie HamHosemen
binding promise than that the new
immortal bear of the song, there was Last Sunday night sixteen girls anu mock.
members do all in their power to help 2 floor—F. Wade, T. Dowdy
really something to see, the event in about six members of the faculty
After the games every one had a
Monitors
support Y. W. and to live a Christian Wellington
this case, being the V. M. I. -Virginia heard Madame Louise Homer sing. dandy time telling jokes and eating
1 floor—E. Rolston
life. All girls are privileged to join,
game, which was played Saturday af- This artist always pleases and the icecream, angel food cake and salted
whatever denomination to which she 2 floor—V. Turpin
ternoon, October 7, at the University. radio was in splendid working condi- peanuts. Everyone was sorry when
Hosemen
belongs or regardless of whether she
On this particular issue, Harrison- tion.
the time came to leave.
All the
1 floor—V. Tisdale, G. Green
is a church member or not. New
burg was divided, rather than united,
Mable Garrison, soprano, is sched- girls had good old fashioned fun such
girls were given this opportunity to 2 floor—M. Bloom, H. Boothe
for there are many factors which de- uled for next Sunday at about nine as they had not had for perhaps sonic
join and old girls were urged to re- Carter House Monitors
termine one's viewpoint,—one's sym- o'clock, and a number of other artists years and they consider, Miss Trappe,
1 floor—Irene Rogers
new their membership more as a maipathy, or one's support in a football may be heard on the following Sun- their chaperon, a dandy good sport.
ler of form than anything else, for 2 floor—M. Roder
game and usually these factors are days.
they are still members. The Y. W.
Hosemen
outside influences.
This game was
AND PAID FOR
1 floor—L. Milcher
has always reached the hundred perno exception because of course it
cent mark, heretofore, and Is anxious 2 floor—E. Culler
MISS
FURLOUGH
wouldn't be polite to yell for the opto do so this year too.
Cleveland
Quick, buSiness-like and efficient—
Monitor
posite side if your best friend played
that's
the new addition to the Breeze
Thursday evening the service o/
A. Wade
on the other team or even went to
Miss Furlough was suffering with a
Staff!
This new member sits at the
Hoseman
Committment was observed in the
the other school. It just isn't done! severe cold and was unable to meet
end
of
the table and from this positraditional "Service of Lights."
M. Clarke
So while Harrisonburg looked on and her classes last Friday and Saturday.
tion
of
superiority,—makes sure that
cheered, Virginia carried off the hon- She is much better now and is back
the
Breeze
gets out on time. By the
What if wise men as far back at
The one who, fails to appreciate ors to the tune of 18—10.
on the campus again.
atmosphere of calm assurance and
I'tolemy judged that the earth like trifles or the niceties of things will
dignity thus created, the staff is urged
an orange was round. None of them have no part in bringing into exisIt certainly is fine, when you're so
Don't
be
so
concerned
over
what
on to even more strenuous' efforts and
ever said, 'Come along, follow me, tence either successful or beautiful
cold you can't sleep, to have someone people might think about you; the as a result, Breeze work goes on with
| Sail to the West, and the East will bo things—neither will that one enjoy
get up and find an extra blanket for chances are they seldom think about a flourish. Here's to our new typefound-'
beauty or success.—Norman T. A.
you.
you at all.
writer—Its an Underwood!
Munder.
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SIMON-MUFFET-SPRATT

THE COLLEGE GARDEN
(Consider the Roses)

Published weekly in affiliation with
Beauty, fragrance—these are the
The Virginia Teacher by the students characteristics of the roses. You can
of the State Teachers College, Harri- see them in their lovely abundancesonburg, Virginia.
red, yellow, pink, white and you
watch them grow from the tiniest
plant and bud into the full-blown
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
rose.
The growth of the beautiful
TEN CENTS A COPY
flower makes you grow. With sorrow you watch the petals droop and
Doris Persinger,
Editor then blow away. And as you watch,
Hilda Blue
—— Assistant Editor the loveliness of the flower is gone
Katharyn Sebrell - Business Manager and there ,is only a dim fragrance.
Ruth Wright _ Ass. Business Manager
Rose friends are plentiful.
You
,
Reporters .
meet them every day full of life and
Nancy Mosher
Mary Fray the joy of living, sure in their knowMary Smith
Mildred Reynolds ledge of their own beauty. There
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
are different types—some may be
blondes, some brunettes, or some a
mixture of both.
Their beauty is
A POINT
like the beauty of the rose and their
joy of living is like the fragrant per"Honor in academic and non-aca- fume of roses on a June night. You
demic work," so reads our Student are attraced to these girls, you learn
Government hand book, and we try to love them and you watch their
to live up to its standards. To this growth and girlish triumphs with
statement we might also add "In big happiness.
But with dismay and a
things and in little things." Its all dull heart ache you watch your rose
the same for the little things lead to friend lose her beauty and fragrance.
the big and both little and big go in- You see her share her beauty alike
to the moulding of our character.
and her woman's heart as the rose
So, I argue, its just as much a point petal isn't held fast but drifts away
of honor to check up meal cuts as it with the changing months. Soon, as
is to give or receive aid in the class- the fteart of the rose, you stand alone
room.
and your rose friend has gone and
Cooperate and do the right thing there is only a dim memory.
regardless and you'll always come out
on top.
KEEP TO THE RIGHT

COMPANY MANNERS
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TOM SAYS:
I have a lot o/ competition on
this campus and I don't like it

a bit.
New girl—"When your date comes,
does he just open the door and walk
in Alumnae?"
Wise Soph—"Yes,—unless the door
happens to be open. "
(Student Council Lawyer) Have
you ever been up before us?
One-to-be-pitied—"I don't know.
What time do you get up?"
In dining room1—Wonder how so
many potatoes get in the dining room
in their jackets?

"A little foolishness now and then
is relished by the most serious minded. " And the most studious girl in
chapel Wednesday enjoyed -the poetry
witticisms of Dr. Converse. The ridiculous quotation from that well be'loved book, Al i ce-in-Wonderland
smoothed out all scientific and mathematical mind crinkles so that everyone was just ready for "Mother Goose
Rhyuies For Grown-ups."
Things have slightly changed since
nursery days but from ^Little Miss
Muffet we learn that vjttsAbsurd to
get in the curd butfftiy downright
rude to get in the whey"T" And the
pieman "might have known from
what he saw that Simon had no
cents." Now things are so changed
that the corn iS in the cows, and Jack
Spratt's children thrive on buttons
off the floor.
But these slight changes do not mar
the charm of the cherished jingles.

NEW SONGSTERS
(In Biology) What do you know
about nitrates? (
Again the Glee Club at H. T. C.
Well, they're less than day rates. has taken up its definite work for the
season under the direction of Miss
Edna Shaeffer. New girls were initiW-W-hat?
Hey, SalliiOvho you got at your ated into the club last week. Their
mark of attainment was the little
table? - L/ ,
Sallie Stultz;. Don't know but two black cap with the white notes.
of 'em^Eila Watts and some kinda Their appearance on the platform in
chapel was the source of much specuMannV
lation by the student body.
The new members are—Adele HopThe family was sea-sick- mother,
per, Ruth Fitchett, Louise Loving,
father, and Willie. As they stood
Sarah Shirkey, Madeline Whitlock,
sociably by the rail of the ship, mothMargaret Shinbarger, Sarah Elizaer noticed Willie and father both in
beth Thompson, and Elizabeth Copesimilar attitudes and both feeling
badly. "Poor Willie!" she thought. land.

,

MEETINGS

The following Literary Societies
will meet immediately after dinner
tonight:
Lee Literary Society — Music Room
Page Literary Society
Room H
Lanier Literary Society
Room L

WANTED! !
Someone who has had a business
course and, is a good typist. Must
be willing to give much of her time
to this work. Apply immediately to
Doris Persinger, Editor of Breeze,
room 51 Ashby.

CONTINUING THE SEASON
"Scandal-proof" featuring Shirley
Mason served as a pleasant diversion
to the student body Saturday night
October 17. This movie was shown
in Sheldon Hall by the Junior Class
and there was hardly a girl on the
campus failed to climb the step and
donate her 15c to the waiting junior.
Candy was sold and was munched between reels of thrills.
Looking around you would see a piece of candy
poised jn mid-air when the lights
came on between reels—everyone was
so excited over Shirley's difficulties.
But amid much applause she came
out on top and proved herself truly
"scandal-proof."

INTER-CLASS PRACTICES

Baske/t-ball practice has begun in
earnes^/ For thtf past two weeks
Some people are forgetful someFreshmen, Sophmores, Juniors, and
times, but some of us seem inclined
Seniors seek/The Gym every night
to be forgetful most of the time. We
and the "limeiling up" process goes
forget and whisper, and read letters
"Father, speak to Willie!"
on. Back y<5ur class, show your
and papers in chapel. It is quite anFather: (in an unsettled state of
courage and class spirit and come on
RED-TOPS
noying to the speaker and to the
ft-'
mind and body) "Howdy-Willie!"
down and join the crowd. The first
audience.
Red—a favorite color around the inter-cla*^ game will be played SatWe should be quiet in chapel and
Some folks think that "The Breeze" campus.
There are a number of urday /Night between the Juniors
let someone else do the talking. It
is the affectionate name given the girls who have hair of this lovely and Freshmen.
is embarrassing for a speaker to hear
gentle jjvinds that steal around the shade, but we don't care. In fact,
a low undertone of whispering and
buildings of H. T. C.
we so much prefer that they be red
Money Vs. Personality
the rattle of paper. Perhaps this
than some other peculiar color. Just
may seem a little thing but it casts a
"I'm so happy" 1 can't help but suppose they were purple or green.'
THE TEACHER
In thinking of money one is apt to
reflection on our student body.
break into song."
We particularly dislike green tops. interpret it in terms of personal alSuppose we try bringing out out
"Get the key and won't have to That's one reason we don't eat spinIf I ask her to help me with my leslowance instead of considering it a
"company" manners and using them
sons,
break in."
aeth
in chapel.
great forc¥fn the economic world; it
She will always smile and say,
There's only one green top in this
"Can you tell me where Science vicinity and it is getting red as fast is a means of furnishing a "dope" at
"All right, dear, I will—
the drug store or an unnecessary bat,
Someone is being paid for knowing I'll be glad to any day.
Hall is?"
as the work of one artist can achieve rather than a means of doing a lot of
what you don't know.
"There it is right there. Any fool the desired effect. Up to date tha
Ex.
good in the world.
knows that."
top is about half red and half green
The money spent is a sure index to
"Yes, that is why I asked you." but in the very near future our
WOULD-BE WISDOM
the personality of the spender. A
nerves and ideas of harmony will be new hat or a new book is bought,
Wonder why folks wait till they go to college to boost the "ok home
In Infirmary—
calmly
at rest.» The roof of Shenan- prompted by some instinct that has
town?" And just how many gray hairs will they have to own before they
"I want a dose of castor oil."
can get enthusiastic about that college?
doah apartments is rapidly becoming been create'', by a deep want or de"The tasteless kind, I guess."
sire. The true test of character is
At this rate of progress the flapper of 1945 will be wearing a nose ring "No, Ma'am. I want it for my a red top!
and a shark-tooth necklace.
the ability to decide clearly, in spite
roommate."
of
this innei voice and yet not ignore •
Our idea of consideration-the man who side-tracked a carload of hobbyAt The Sound Of The Bell!
it
entirely.
It is quite as wrong to
horses to be fed and watered.
Katie Sebrell says she doesn't know
stifle
individual
desires as it is to
Kensett. Arkansas, offers wonderful opportunities for jobless faith heal- but one joke. We couldn't put her 'Twas ten minutes after light bell
give
way
to
them
loo often, lor in
ers. Deluge of rain follows long drought and many prayer?, and, as peti- in, but these few lines are affectionNot a student was in sight
either
case
personality
suffers.
ately dedicated to her.
tions are again changed to suit the weather, out comes the sun.
Each girl as she was bidden
What is personality? It is doubtHad retired for the night.
Notice of injury to Marvin Goodwin, baseball star, receives more attention
ful if anyone has ever caught such a
Instructor: "What is ignorance?"
in college circles than the announcement of the Hague Court Meeting Octbubbly, iairy-like thing into a definiStudent:
"Ignorance
is
when
you
As the clock was nearing 'leven
ober 22. And what's more Marvin is neither on the P. nor the W. team!
tion. It is easily recognized mentaldon't know something and somebody
And the sounds of sleep argfse
Considering the worry, care, and. argument that income taxes cause finds it out."
ly and spiritually, bow down befo:e
Ah—there came an awful clamor
each year, professors and school trailers have a little something for which to
it when met personally. Thii feelEx.
Sending thrills from head to toes. ing is what weighs the balance bebe thankful.
If you like Physics you are physically inclined, can be claimed as a local
Nature Lover (gazing at a gigantic Figures poured. from out the door- tween likinp and disliking.
bit of wisdom.
To return to money, the way in
tree)
.
' ways,
which money is spent molds the chai"Oh, wonderful, mammoutn oak, if
Big mouths and big-feet are rather unusual, but we don't usually think
Figures short, and figures tall,
acter of tb»- spender. A young man
of them as matches—our favorite expression, "1 can't open my mouth but you could speak what wouM you tell Heads adorned with curly papers,
was once riding in a taxi and acci
what 1 put my foot in it. "
me?"
Heads quite unadorned at all.
dently found a book of check stubs
^SXrdner (near-by): S'cuse me, mum,
We question whether a wink is always a reflex action.
dropped by some unknown young latue'e jwould probably say: "If you 'Mid the fuss and 'mid the clatter
It is granted that Puritanism has moved from Massachusetts; it might
dy.1" The items were listed:
please,
I'm
not
an
oak,
I'm
a
spruce."
Came a voice most clear and shrill
be conceded that it went to Kansas. But we see no evidence of it having
Book $3. 50
Ex.
passed through any other state.
Calling, calling for the Inmates
Tickets for play $4. 00
Calling girls of Blue Stone Hill.
If fashion mongers persist in being so prompt in bringing on new styles
Contribution
to Charity fund$15.
Mary: "What did people do before
we will soon actually be wearing felt hats in the winter and straw ones in steel pins were invented?"
He decided she must be interesting
the summer.
Alice: "The pinions of one goose Shivering, shaking, yawning, sighing, so he looked her up. He was nol
disappointed.
"The gentle art of sleeping has suffered within the past decade. " We where used to spread the opinions of Pushing, shoving, fussing, talking,
Moving, stopping, waiting, watching,
still suffer however when we hear the gentle sleeper snore.
The responsibility of money and
another."
Tipping, nudging, mostly walking.
its spending is an important thing.
Ex.
Will England vote dry? Well, maybe so, but the Henglishman should
Think seriously of ypur investments
observe America and take heart.
/So
the
girls
moved
back
again.
in order that all treasures may not
"What are you writing?"
The beauty of W. and M. Co-eds has been/landed by Ohio editors.
Back
to
bed
they
crept
with
joy,
be laid up in temporary, shoddy"A joke."
What's the quotation about distance?
\_^S
Slept they sought and dreams unwak- things, but may put some of it into
"Well,
give
him
my
regards."
It must have been a relief for the Catocuzene-Speranksy girl to marry
ened.
a bank that pays one hundred pera plain Smith.
/~
Where was bliss without alloy.
cent interest—The Bank of Service
"Girls are prettier than men."
"Macaroni and Spagetti" ought to be a long, drawn-out book composed
to Mankind.
"Naturally."
of stringy sentences hard to digest.
"No—artificially."
'Twas 'leven in the dormitory,
Naturally it would take something like the "Shipping" Board to defy
Not a student was in sight,
Anyone who waits for times to get
the President of the United States.
A good orchestra doesn't make poor For each girl was sleeping soundly
normal before doing something will
Its pitiful to think how much space is taken up in writing up big wed- cooking taste any better.
From exhaustion or from fright.
never do anything.
dings when some poor old maid would be so thankful for a half-inch notice.
"Keep to the right" is always a
good motto and is one we want to
remember now in going to and from
the cloak room. If we do this we
will avoid congestion and collisions—
if we do not, we will have a traffic
jam.
Let's remember to go in the cloak
room through the right door and to
come out through the right door.
Then we'll be all right-and-no one
will get left—out of the dining room.
'Keep to the Right!"

*/

*
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PERSONALS
Guests on the Campus
Celeste Rixey had as her guest
Walter Wood.
Clayton Fulk visited Anna Brown.
Jessie Rosen had as her guest Hunter-Shomo.
Elizabeth Thrift had Norman Hughes as her guest.
Bernice Jenkins had Bill Miller as
guest.
Charles Branham of W. and L.
visited Helen Yeatts.
John Porter of Roanoke visited
Bill Porter.
Eliza Davis had as guest A. J.
Clore, Jr. from Washington.
Veta Draper had L. 0. Fagan of
W. and L. visiting her.
Agnes Howard had as her guest Albert Showalter.
Mattie Jackson and Margaret Thomas of Lynchburg visited Virginia
Jackson.
Flora Francis of Roanoke visited
Frances Clark.
Delzelle Puryear of Ashland visited Virginia Puryear.
Gertrude Grove of Luray was visiting her sister.
Ruby Cook had as guest Norton
Layman of Roanoke.
Catherine Bonsack had as guest
Albert Cook of Roanoke.
| Jessie Yowell and Dorothy Argabright had some of their friends and
relatives from home to visit them.
Arnold Humphries of Covington
visited Margaret Hatcher.
Elizabeth Jenkins, Francis Pattie
and Charlotte Lacy had friends and
relatives visit them from home.
Mary Smith had as guest Samuel
Stone of Washington, D. C.
Ruth Nickell had as guest Reuben
Reynolds of Long Island.
Frank Purcell of Lynchburg College visited Cordelia Broaddus.
Jimmy Murphy of Lynchburg College visited Helen Roche. ^*

THE BREEZE
Virginia Peters went to Mt. Sidney
to visit her grandmother.
Margaret Shinberger went home
with Hilda Blue to Charlottesville.
Marietta Kagey went to Dayton.
Catherine Chamberiin and Elizabeth Tabler visited Mrs. Cline at Mt.
Jackson!
Nathalie Adams and Adde Hopper
went to Lexington.
Margaret Clark visted at Decca.
Edith Beazley visited at Ivy.
Pauline White went to her home
at Mechum's River.
Ruth Sullenberger went to Mbnterey.
Lucy Davis visited in Charlottesville.
Frances Broyles went home to
Luray.
Catherine Yancey visited her home
at Keezletown.
Rebecca Davis visited Mrs. Kagey
at Dayton.
Jean Eley visited Mrs. Kagey at
Dayton.
Edna Bonney and Virginia Marshall
visited Mrs. LaBoute at Staunton.
Rhoda Simmons visited at Mt.
Solon.
Sara Milnes went to McGaheyesville.
Mabel Hull went to Augusta
Springs with her uncle, Mr. E. R\
Hull.
Ruth Eastham, Martha Wilson and
Katherine Trirrpole went to Montrey.
v_/
Elizabeth Armstrong visited a>
Greenville.

s

WHAT AM I?

Page Three

THE FAMILIAR WAIL
"Indeed I am not going down town
tonight," said Paul^e as she arose
from dinner Saturflay evening, "l
have just oodles of'work to do, why
with Mr. Logans English to do, and
all that reference work, and those
experiments to write up and the letters I have to answer! well, I guess I
haven't time to go down town!"
"Well come on down in the gym a
while then."
"How can you insist so when you
know I can't go?—Jjut wait a minute Bill, I believe it will make mc
concentrate better If I clear the cobwebs from my western hemisphere.
But I can't stay but a minute, hear?
cause I have to do those experiments."
"You are just the one I am looking
for!" This to Pauline as she left the
gym. "We need a third to go to the
tea room, come on, we won't be long
and they have apple dumplings with
whipped cream tonight."
"But I can't go. Didn't I tell you
about those letters I have to write?"
"Oh! bother the letters. Come on."
"W-e-1-1," Pauline hesitated—but
apple dumplings! and with whipped
cream! "I guess it won't be long, and
I know I will be able to study better
afterwards."
A half hour later Pauline was
stretched comfortably on her bed
ready to work.
"Isn't that Hortense's violin I hear?"
She suddenly sat upright. "It is!
Let's get her to play "Oh, How I Miss
You Tonight. " I must get this sentimental mood worn off before I begin
this enormous reference book."
The sentimental mood had vanished
apparently when Pauline once more
took up her pencil and note book.
She had been working furiously for*
five minutes when the cry was heard,
"movie in Sheldon tonight at eight
o'clock. Shirley Mason—wonderful
picture! — Socially censored — cream
and candy to sell—contribution only
fifteen cents. Everyone come!"
This time it was Pauline's roommate, who ran to the door. "I'm going to the movie Pauline, come on."
"Shirley Mason in Scandal Proofbest picture of the seas—" but Dorothy's speech met with an untimely
end as Pauline pushed her out of the
door.

I'm a strange contradition; I'm new
and I'm old,
I'm often in tatters, and oft decked
in gold.
Though I never could read, yet lettered I'm found;
Though blind, I enlighten; though
free, I am bound.
I'm always in black, and I'm always
in white;
I'm grave and I'm gay, I am heavy
and light.
In form, too,. I differ; I'm thick and
WEEK-END TRIPS AWAY
,
I'm thin,
Edwena Lambert went to Luray.
I've no flesh and no bone, yet I'm
Rosamond Shipp went to Elkton.
covered with skin;
Dorothy Gibson visited her home at I've more points than the compass,
Delplane.
more Stops than the flute;
Nancy Dyche visited her home at I sing without voice, without speaking confute.
Elkton.
Thelma Whitmer went home with I'm English, I'm German, I'm French,
TAGGING THE BREEZES
and I'm Dutch;
Nancy Dyche.
Laura Lambert went to McGaheys- Some love me too fondly, some slight Was it on the campus? It was on
me too much.
ville.
the campus, off the campus and on
Answer. —A book.
Sadie Williams went to her home
the campus again, in much less time
at Afton.
than it takes to write it. It was here,
Water, Water Everywhere there, everywhere-on the porch-off the
Annie Councill visited Mrs. E.
Coleman at Nelly's Ford.
porch-in the alr-on the ground-up
"Where are you going, my pretty again-and down again. It was never
Elizabeth Miller went to Smedley.
Evelyn Kendrick went to Front maid? I'm going for water, sir" she where one could put her hand on it.
said.
Royal.
It turned hand springs over the
Such a conversation is quite proba- grass. It leaped into the air gleeVirginia Harvey went to Charlotble. So the rumor goes, when water fully playing tag with the breezes.
tesville.
Elizabeth Thompson went to her gives out in town it will have to be Tiring of aeronautics, it made a nose
brought from Massanetta Springs. dive landing on the porch again—but
home at Warrenton.
Elizabeth King visited her home at Save your jars and pails for that pur- not for long. Quickly it was up and
pose.
off for another frolic.
Clifton Forge.
It rains everywhere but in the deThe on-lookers gazed speechlessly
Alice Clark went home to Front
sired place. Oh, yes, some students at this frolicsome something, too aRoyal.
Elizabeth Talley visited relatives know where there is plenty of water, mazed to even try to capture the
but they can't go home to get it. It whirling black and grey thing. But
in Staunton.
would be a difficult problem for parOllie Shore visited Mrs. S. R. ents and friends to send a gallon a they must go. They could not stand
there all day, and that thing must go
Bowman near Harrisonburg.
day by parcel post.
1
with
them.
Mary Ella Hite went to Luray.
We sympathize with the Ancient
Coming down out a^the clouds, the
Margaret Fogel went to Shenan- Mariner from the depths of our
watchers made frantic rushes after it.
doah.
heartsjt'but the big question to be It liked to play with them too and
Ethel Ruckerjvent to Shenandoah.
answered is "Who killed the Alba- successfully eluded them for a while.
Mary Burnett went home to Staun- tross this time?
But alas for its freedom! Freedom
ton.
was
soon a thing of the past and it
Frances Vint visited her home at
THE
NEW
MARATHON
was
a
prisoner once more.
Sangersville.
So the girls ran on to class and the
Ethel Hinebaugh visited Ester PatImagine!
Oh, the longings of captured piece of art, struggling franton at Brownsburg.
some girls for a little hot water to tically, went along with them.
Virginia Williams went to Charlotwash their faces. Think of the briltesville.
liant mind of the girl who conceived
Inez Everett went to Charlottes- the idea of carrying a pan to Shenan- If you have a bit of news,
ville.
doah Apartments to get a little hot Send it in;
Gladys Womeldorf visited Norinne water for bathing purposes.
Or a joke that will amuse,
Shiflette at her home at Parnassus.
Silently a. figure slipped through Send it in;
Mary Dewey and Marian Travis
the door of the dormitory, made a A story that is true,
visited in Evelyn Snapp's horns •*
uu3i*^Ar^neifanfioaff arid started back Or something that is new—
Elkton.
home contentedly with a tiny pan We want to hear from you—
Genevieve Clevenger visited in
full of warm water . Picture the mad Send it in;
Winchester.
dash back to the starting point, then If its only worth the while,
Edna Terry went to Dayton.
sympathize. The poor girl had only Never mind the style,—
Reva Banks went to Staunton,
a cake of ice in her little pan and the Send it in.
race proved futile.
Ex.
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In addition to die lovely
hats and smart shoes we
are showing, our stock of
STYLISH HOSIERY

is sure to please you.

JOE. NEY & SONS
HHHHHHMMIW.IMBMMMIIMIIMIl.tlllMMMMMM*wTMHHHrlHMMHf

SHOES THAT ARE RIGHT
r FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
We have just received a new line of
AUTUMN SHOES FOR WOMEN
Colonial pumps in Blonde and Spike heels. Black Satin
with Spike and Box heels. Patent Leather pumps with
Spike or Boxed heels.
We are also showing a wonderful line of Fall and Winter
Pumps at $495.
B. NEY & SONS
Opposite Post Office
•iWHHHHI
»'
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BLATT
[.Cleans, dyes, and alters old \

: Buy your Kodak and films
from us, then bring us the
films to be developed and
printed.

and new Garments.
* Delivery Service — Phone 55 \
*

The Dean Studio
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20 North Main Slreet, Harriionburg, Va.

fxQLpfl S A Fifth Avenue Shop at

Your Door

We are showing a complete line of coats, dresses and
.i

hats. 10 per cent discount on every purchase. See
the new colored slickers at $5.00
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YOUR GUESTS

will like the

and

HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE

KODAK FILMS

of the

OTT DRUG CO.

BLUE BIRD TEA ROOM

The Rexal Store
***************

MERIT SHOE COMPANY
11 Court Square

Harrisonburg, Va.

The only Popular Priced Shoe Store in Town

.\ •

i
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*
*
*
*

Marvin Mundy, Mgr.
*******

I

******************
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CANDYLAND

i
*
*

Next to New Virginia Theatre.

*

Try our especially prepared Salted Almonds and Peanuts
WE SERVE LUNCHEONETTES
MMHMMMHHMr
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AMBITION

The way some men brag about the
mileage they get from their gasoline

By Berton Braley
I'm gonna try to play the game,
And play it hard and play it fair;
I may not win, but just the same
I'm gonna try to do my share.
I may not always meet the test
As well as some more clever guy,
But while my heart beats in my chest
I'm gonna try.

and tires leads one to think they are
on the payroll of the oil and rubber

INTERIOR DECORATING

Y bvOi"""5TfT~

When a girt gradual** fr»m colleg#
I Packages dropped in the post-office
she
is supposed to havt had a course
tplunkety-plunk, letters slipped
in
every
subject under the sun. All
rough the slat go flippety-flap, but
women,
being
natural home-makers,
tnere is one article that passes
through- that governmental depart- are interested in the topic of interior
ment with the decided sound of decorating. In this case, men would
flunkety-flunk, Tiny slips of paper, enjoy this course, but as there are
innocent typing—but "What a world no men here it is offered exclusively
for the feminine part of the student
of sorrow they foretell." /
body.
Flunk slips are manufactured by
The matter of Sunday night supthe faculty and donated to those pupils who are unable to work. Fre- pers which has been cussed and disquently these little contributions are cussed pro and con might be coneffective in getting students back on sidered at this point. A girl needs
their feet, but in case the needy con- no coaching when it comes to exterdition continues the faculty again ior decorating and very little for indrops into the post-office collection terior decorating. The Sunday night
box something with the decided supper offers untold chances for the
display of her home-making, interior
sound of flunkety-flunk.
decorating instincts.
One of the customs of H. T. C. is
the forming of supper clubs among
WORDS
groups of congenial girls, each girl
having one Sunday in which to "deWhen the English tongue we speak
corate"
for the others.
Why is break not rhymed with freak?
Raw material in the form of boxes
Will you tell me why it's true
from home, trips to Flip's, raids on
We say sew but likewise few
friends for plates, knives, forks, etc.,
And the maker of a verse
is turned into a feast fit for the god
Cannot cap his horse with worse?
(esses). Use a little imagination and
Beard sounds not the same as heard;
the spirit of inventiveness which
Cord is different from word;
necessity creates and you may get
Cow is cow, but low is low
marvelous
results.
Shoe is never rhymed with foe.
The first requisite is to have a
Think of hose and dose and lose,
clean room, for the room is a setting
And of goose and yet of choose.
for the picture. Invite your friends
Think of comb and tomb and bomb,
to wear their prettiest—If possible,
Doll and roll and home and some.
arrange the table neatly, decorating
■And since pay is rhymed with say,
with fruit or other fall flowers. Be
Why not paid with said, I pray?
sure to have one thing that is inexWe have blood and food and good.
Mould is not pronounced like could. pensive and "filling"—they will at
Wherefore done and gone and lone? least go away with a satisfied interior.
A book of Menus for Sunday night
Is there any reason known?
suppers is being written and will
And, in short, it seems to me
soon be ready for public use. This
Sound and letters disagree.
will give "hintelligent hints" to
Ex.
"hinterior decorators."

THE PUNCTUATION BLUES BLUE, ROSE, AND WHITE
Punctuation bothers me?
I cannot seem, to get it:
I learrt it; frequently; you see.
And: frequently forget-it,
In Englist II I try"
To learn when (and wherev
To put, a comma:
But I find? a semi : colon there.
The comma-period fault: I find;
Comes popping up, and then
I cure it but, it soon.
Comes, back again.
This; punctuation certainly
Gives me, an: awful-fright
The only cure that, I can see—
Is not to, write? —Washington Columns.

OCTOBER 24,1925.

THE BREEZE
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Blue is lovely, deep and pure,
Fathomless, the sky;
Blue is trusting loving, sure
Calm and cool and shy.

WILLIAMSON'S
FOR TOILET GOODS
We furnish everything that
good taste can demand in fine
Toilet Goods and everything
that we sell has been selected
carefully for Quality.
Buy
here and save money.

manufacturers.
*****##***#*##***#**■******
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H Expert Operators All Branches )

I Valley Beauty Shappe

I'm gonna try to stand the gaff,
| Phone 574
Yet keep my nerve; I'm gonna seek *
To love and work and play and laugh
And show no yellow streak. *;
I'm gonna struggle to be kind
And not grow hard of face and eye;
I'll flop at times, but never mind,
I"m gonna try.

WILLIAMSON'S
Harrisonburg't
Pharmacy

Sipe Building t
i i

I

// NATIONWIDE
INSTITUTION-

Bnney

I'm gonna try to be a friend
That folk can trust, and who they
know
Will be the same way to the end,
Whether the luck runs high or low.
I'll hitch my wagon to a star
And set my goal up in the sky.
And though I may not get that far.
I'm gonna try.
Ex.
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DEPARTMENT STORES

Coats of Economy
Sparkling with Style

WONDER WHY TIS SO?

If you have only a limited amount of money to
spend for your winter coat, nevertheless you
want the most stylish garmenf\yoxi can obtain.
Our large buying power insures that value is
present in large measure. Our staff of buyers in
the market daily insures the style.

By Abram J. Ryan
Some find .work where some find rest,
And so the weary world goes on;
I sometimes wonder which is best;
The answer comes when life is
gone.

*

Harrisonburg's Busiest Store

Some eyes sleep when some eyes wake
And so the dreary night hours go;
*
Some hearts beat when some hearts
break;
I wonder why 'tis so.
**************************

I

Some wills faint where some wills
THE HAT SHOP
%
fight.
Some love the tent, and some the
field;
15 E. Market Street
|
I often wonder who are right—
Tne ones who strive or those who
**************************
yield?
Some sleep on while others keep
The vigils of the true and brave;
They will not rest till roses creep
Around their name above a grave.
—I often wonder Why 'tis so.

___J

Rose is fragrant, warm, and sweet
Flushing deep, desire
Rose is living, giving heat
Touching life with fire.
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COLLEGE SHOP
Ladies Silk Hose
and
Good Things To Eat
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FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES
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WE LIVE IN DEEDS
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Do You Know?
"HOW TO STUDY"
The Students' Uand-Book of Practical Hints on the Technique
of Effective Study
by
WILLIAM ALLAN BROOKS

"We live in deeds, not years, in
A Gl'IDE containing hundreds of practical hints and short cut* in the economy
of learning, to assist students in securing- MAXIMUM SCHOLASTIC RESULTS at
thoughts, not breath;
a minimum cost of time, enr-rgy, and fatigue.
In feelings, not in figures on the dial.
ESPECIALLY RECOMMENDED for overworked students and athletes engaged
in extra curriculum activities and for average and honor students who are workWe should count time by heart throbs
ing fi r high scholastic achievement.
when they beat
Some of the Topics covered
For God, for man, for duty. He most
Ike Athlete and His Studies
Preparing for Examinations
lives
Diet During Athletic Training
Scientific Shortcuts in Effective Stndj
How to Study Modern Languages
Writing Good Examinations
Who thinks most, feels noblest, acts
HELPING
How to Study Science, Literature, etc.
Brain and Digestion in Relation to
Study
Whj Go to Colleger
the best.
After College, WhatT
How to Take Lecture and Reading
Life
is
but
a
means
unto
an
end"An apple a day keeps the doctor
Developing Concentration and EfflclenNotes
ey
Advantages and Disadvantages of
■POSSUMS 'N 'SIMONS
that end
away."
etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.
Cramming
Beginning, mean, and end of all
At least, so I always have heard.
Why You Need This Guide
things—God."
But
I
went
to
the
orchard
one
day
to
We are not 'possums but we like
"It
is
safe
to
say that failure to guide and direct study is the ::
Ex.
play
weak point in the whole educational machine. Prof. G. M. Whippersimons just the same. But we
And right there was where I erred.
:: pie, U. of Michigan.
might as well since all'the apples are
"The successful men in college do not seem to be very happy.
HORRORS!
gone and this one tarty fruit is the "There's too much to pay," I heard
Most of them, especially the athletes are overworked. "Prof. H. S.
daddy say,
only edible thing on the trees. When
Canbv. Yale.
A sight I saw! I could not believe
We are not hoping in vain for rain, When in came the Doctor's big bill.
"Misdirected labor, though honest and well intentioned may
my eyes! Girls were using water for
lead to naught. Among the most important things for the student
we are watching for the first signs of And I ate lots of apples, green and
washing purposes! Can you imagine
to learn is how to study. Without knowledge of this his labor may
frost which will give our favorite Thought I, "Here's a chance to save
be largely in vain." Prof. G. F. Swain, M. I. T.
it?
After
all
Mr.
Duke
has
said
to
us
a whole lot.
food precisely the right twang. When
"To students who have never learnt "How to Study," work is
on that subject. Never-the-less, as I
that frosty morning does arrive girls I can help, and so I will."
very often a chastisement, a flagellation, and an insuperable obstacle
was on my hurried way to class 1 saw
to contentment. " Prof. A. Inglis, Harvard.
wili rush from the dormitories long "An apple a day keeps the doctor
this strange sight—Sarah and Court"HOW TO STUDY" will show you how to avoid all misdirected
before the sound of the rising bell,
away."
effort.
ney were washing out their hose!
dash across the campus to the tree I'll eat so he won't come again.
Get a good start and make this year a highly- successful one
Now everyone knows that this isn't
near Carter House.
by sending for this hand-book and guide NOW.
red
necessary—besides being against Mr.
"1'ossum, spare the tree!
You Need This Intelligent Assistance
But then I felt a big pain.
Dukes strictest orders. Yet, I saw
I American Student Pobllikeri,
CLIP
The pain was intense and there was them. As I watched I noticed other
a West 43rd St., New York,
watchers—even the little black cat
no pretense
' Gentlemen*
OCTOBER
AND MAIL
P-ease send me a copy of "How to Study" for
kooked on in horrified amazement at
f needed someone and that quick.
1 which I enclose $1.00 cash: $1.10 check.
TODAY.
So instead of helping the family out such extravagant use of the water on
i Address "."rrrrrr~rr~™~rr~™~~~~rirzr \
Houn' dog nosin' in de cane brake
I ate enough to get sick.
his porch! I could not stay to see
"mi
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Chili sauce bubblin' in de pot
whether or not they got them clean.
Ex.
Fust frost showin*
f*********»**u*u*unnum
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Ragweed blowin'
*
Old Pictures Copied
Range in de cabin sizzlin' hot.
I*
and Enlarged
l :jl
Oil
and
Pastelle Colon
Hog side hangin' in de smoke-house
*
j| Mirrors, console sets, vases, tea- jj
HESS & ROLAND
Cawn gettin' yaller in the bin
Thursday and Friday, November 12 and 13
I |■ ■ .
'
'Possum nappin'
STUDIO
II
j
'Simmons drappin'
: pots, lamps and draperies add j
Open Day and Night
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Sugar sap soon be comin' in.
Miller Ney Building 18 Main St.
White is stately, chaste, serene
Shining, infinite
White is Purity, the queen
Shedding rays of light.
Nancy Mosher

NEW VIRGINIA THEATRE

Wild duck honkin' in de medder
Ole bee abuzzin' in de hive
Mandy singin'
Kids a-swingin'
Lordy, but its good to be alive!

THE VENDA

charm to any room.

ift

Harrisonburg. Va.

See our

Prompt Attention Given to
Li I

DONSONOF ZORRO

assortment today.

Mall Orders.

8 hour Kodak Service
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